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Thanks to every MP who voted
in favour of James Wharton's
Referendum Bill. Thanks, too,
to everyone who backed the
ca mpaign outside Parliament.
Of all the organisations I have led,

the People's Pledge, the campaign
for an lnlOut referendum, has
been much the most satisfying.
Three years ago, the idea of a
national pollwas dismissed by

every commentator. NoW it has
been approved bythe House of
Commons.

The Wharton Bill is a well-crafted
piece of legislation, laying down
an eminently fair question ("Do
you think that the United Kingdom
should be a member of the
European Union?") and restrlcting
the franchise to people who can
vote in general elections.

fhe 2077 date was chosen to
maximise the Bill's chances of
passage, and should please

Eurosceptics. With every
passing month, the EU's share
of our overseas trade declines,
making the case for continued
membership harder to sustain.

It's possible that Labour and
Lib Dem cowards will try to talk
the Bill out in the Lords, butthe
momentum for a national vote is

starting to look irresistible.

We often write to our MPs when
we're cross about things. lf yours

voted to let Britain decide - and
every Conservative in the South
East did so - it might be nice to
say thanks.

Gommon Market only, please
ln 1955, in the Sicilian town of Messina, six foreign
ministers agreed the outline of what was to become
today's trn2mTunde-the au5piads of tne Alliance
of European Conservatives and Reformists (AECR) of
which I am Secretary General, Centre-Right MPs from 28
countries met in the same hotel to map out a completely
different kind of Europe.

The AECR is campaigning for a continent-wide free trade
area, stretchingfrom lceland and the Faroe lslands
to Turkey and Georgia (all states represented at our
conference). This European Common Market would
concern itself narrowly with trade and market issues,
but individual members would be free to pursue political

integration in smaller groups, either through today's EU

or in any other configuration they pleased.

Our conference was opened by the most prominent
Thatcherite politician in ltaly, the former defence and
foreign minister Antonio Martino. lt was his father,
Gaetano Martino, who, as ltaly's foreign minister in
1955, chaired the original Messina Conference. Though
he might be called a heretic for repudjating his father's
memory, Antonio told us, he felt bound to point out
that the EU had failed, that the Eurocrats had lost their
legitimacy and that the project was doomed.

I am now working, through the AECR and others, to make
that "common market only" option an institutional reality.
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and why it matters
We are still experiencingthe after-
effects of an astonishing event.
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at the western tip of the Eurasian
landmass stumbled upon the
idea that the government ought
to be subject to the law, not the
other way around. The rule of
law created security of property

and contract, which in turn led

to industrialisation and modern
capitalism. For the first time in the
history of the species, a system
grew up that, on the whole,
rewarded production better than
predation.

Why did it happen? Why, after
thousands of years of oligarchy
and tyranny, did a system evolve

that lifted the individual above
the tribe rather than the reverse?
How did that system see off rival

As a Conservative MEP for the South East I am a
huge supporter of British business. Can I commend
to you "Business for Britain" launched in April this
year and supported by over 500 business leaders?
Its objectives are sumrnarised below in their joint
statement:

'As business leaders and entrepreneurs responsible
for million of British jobs, we believe that the
Government is right to seek a new deal for the EU

and for the UK's role in Europe. Far from being
a threat to our economic interests, a flexible,
competitive Europe, is essential for growth, jobs

and access to markets. We therefore welcome the
launch of Business for Britain's campaign for real
change in the EU and urge all political parties to
join in committing themselves to a national drive to
renegotiate the terms of Britain's membership of
the EU.-

If you would like more information on
Business for Britain or would like to offer

New campaign
Iaunched for

How we invented freedom - over-regulated
businesses

models that elevated collective
endeavour, martial glory, faith
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propertf How did the world come
to speak our language?

I set out to answer these
questions in my new book, How
we lnvented freedom and Why it
Matters, available in bookshops
and through Amazon. I trace the
lineage of liberty back through
the campaign against slavery,

back through the American war,

back through the resistance
againstthe Stuarts, back even

through the Great Charter to the
extraordinary folkright of Anglo-

Saxon common law. "Remember

of what nation it is whereof
ye are", John Milton pleaded

with parliamentarians in 1644.
Remember indeed.

them your support please go to
www. busi nessforbritain. org
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